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� Buckling-driven elastomeric auxetic
modules can be used to design a novel
and efficient bioinspired caterpillar
soft robot.

� A pneumatic control compressing
each module allowed a dynamic-
anchoring process mimicking the
mechanism of caterpillars.

� Our bio-inspired soft robot based on
buckling actuator metamaterial units
share dynamic similarity with
caterpillars.
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Mechanical instabilities are emerging as novel actuation mechanisms for the design of biomimetic soft
robots and smart structures. The present study shows that by coupling buckling-driven elastomeric aux-
etic modules actuated by a negative air-pressure, a novel metamaterial-based caterpillar can be
designed—the Metarpillar. Following a detailed analysis of the caterpillar’s locomotion, we were able
to mimic both its crawling movement and locomotion by using the unique isometric compression of
the modules and properly programing the anterograde modular peristaltic contractions. The bioinspired
locomotion of the Metarpillar uses the bending triggered by the buckling-driven module contraction to
control the friction through a dynamic anchoring between the soft robot and the surface, which is the
main mechanism for locomotion in caterpillars and other crawling organisms. Thus, the Metarpillar
not only mimics the locomotion of the caterpillar but also displays dynamic similarity and equivalent,
or even faster, speeds. Our approach based on metamaterial buckling actuator units opens up a novel
strategy for biomimetic soft robotic locomotion that can be extended beyond caterpillars.
� 2021 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an openaccess article under the CCBY license (http://

creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Animal locomotion is a source of inspiration for the creation of
intelligent machines and materials [1–3]. Various animals rely on
soft tissues to move in complex unpredictable environments, in
turn inspiring the development of soft robotics—a discipline with
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applications in medicine, human assistance, and industry in the
present day [3–6]. Due to the complexity of the locomotion prob-
lem, the first studies in the field concentrated on the numerical
simulation of soft bodies [7]; the research focus then moved to
novel fabrication techniques, enabling the production of a broad
set of experimental prototypes [8–18]. Recent studies have con-
centrated on the design of internal material architectures of soft
robots, taking advantage of the mechanical properties of intelligent
materials while avoiding the use of external complex control sys-
tems [3,19–20]. Nowadays, it is recognized that developing a
proper bio-inspired robot mimicking a soft-bodied animal’s pro-
cess, such as locomotion, needs the right combination of materials,
control mechanisms, and energy sources [3,17].

Mechanical instabilities such as snap-throughs, buckling, wrin-
kling, and creasing, which were historically regarded as failures to
be avoided, are now exploited for the design of new smart struc-
tures with specific functionalities. Recent examples include elas-
tomeric baromorphs, programmable mechanical metamaterials,
soft swimming robots, and soft-robotic tentacles with three-
dimensional mobility [21–27]. Buckling, in particular, is an elastic
instability occurring at a critical stress with large displacements,
without any relevant addition of stress, and has been recently
highlighted as a novel actuation mechanism for soft robots due
to the potential for control in the deformation obtained. This insta-
bility can be used to produce adaptive structures with controlled
shape changes, allowing for the design of responsive and reconfig-
urable devices [22,28]. For instance, two-dimensional periodic
elastomeric porous structures undergo controlled deformation
with the critical buckling stress, transforming a square array of cir-
cular holes into periodic patterns of alternating orthogonal ellipses
through a cooperative torsion and collapse of the beams [28–29].
These geometries and patterns facilitate the design of a family of
buckling-driven mechanical metamaterials, thanks to their proper-
ties of high level programmability and negative Poisson ratios
(auxetic behavior); these properties are useful to program the
deformation of the structures [30]. Buckling in elastomeric soft
robotic actuators has been explored mainly under negative pres-
sure (vacuum) [31]. The application of negative pressure to a buck-
ling auxetic structure containing elastic beams with
interconnected and deformable cavities produces useful motions
through bends and buckles [24–25]. Yang et al. proposed these
structures as ‘‘buckling actuator units” that can be modular and
arranged in different configurations, according to the task at hand
[24–25]. Therefore, elastomeric porous metamaterials actuated by
a negative pressure are ideal units for the design of bioinspired soft
robots, taking advantage of the controlled deformation and nonlin-
ear motions of buckling-driven auxetic structures [24–25]. Nota-
bly, buckling-driven vacuum actuators are more complex than
stretching-driven soft robots actuated by positive pressure [31].

In this context, caterpillars are of particular interest. They are
simply shaped animals whose locomotion mechanism is based
on pressurizing units of connected soft cylinders that endow cater-
pillars with the capacity to display large deformations and also
climb complex three-dimensional environments with only a few
muscle groups [17,32–33]. During locomotion, caterpillars use
the substrate to transmit forces from each contact point to other
parts of the body. This is biomechanically distinct from most of
the soft-bodied terrestrial animals that crawl through stiff hydro-
static structures [32–33]. By controlling the timing and location
of this substrate attachment through their legs and prolegs, cater-
pillars can move forward by crawling, inching, or a combination of
both motion modes [18,34–38]. Manduca sexta is one of the sim-
plest and most studied caterpillars since it only moves via a crawl-
ing motion. Crawling in a caterpillar consists of a broad
longitudinal peristaltic contraction wave (anterograde wave), and
it moves forward through successive phase delays, presenting a
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tail-to-head propagation that is the opposite of the head-to-tail
contraction wave observed in earthworms (retrograde wave)
[33,37–40]. This wave of muscle contraction (peristalsis) serves
primarily to reduce the grip between the body and the substrate,
and redistribute mechanical energy stored in elastic tissues
[15,32,39–40]. This oscillatory dynamic anchoring process with
the substrate explains the locomotion of the caterpillar.

Despite the growing interest in design novel bioinspired soft
robots, the outstanding behavior of mechanical metamaterials
have been barely used in this regard. The relationship between
metamaterial architecture and mechanical properties has been
mainly used for design complex structures with tailored mechani-
cal performance [41]. For instance, some recent examples focused
on design mechanical metamaterials with improved absorption
impact and compression resistance [42], and auxeticities [43,44].
Beside these applications, the use of properly designed mechanical
metamaterials has been forecasted to produce a paradigm shift in
soft robots toward intelligent machines [13,45]. Our study explores
this concept focusing on the first design of a bioinspired soft
mechanical metamaterial based on an auxetic structure. We show
that the contraction of buckling-driven elastomeric metamaterial
modules allows the design of a metamaterial-based caterpillar—
the Metarpillar. Our approach introduces a novel soft-robotic loco-
motion mechanism that can be easy extended to other bioinspired
systems.

Our design was aimed at producing a soft robot that mimics
caterpillar locomotion by controlling the substrate attachment
along its body, producing a tail-to-head peristaltic wave of contrac-
tion. Accordingly, we designed a set of soft cubic buckling actua-
tors, each displaying a spatially coordinated volume change,
inspired by the segmental volume change in caterpillars. Besides
having a large internal cavity containing a liquid called hemo-
lymph, the model comprises of segmented external locomotor
muscles; each segment not only contains muscles but also tracheae
with breathing tubes [15,32,46]. Although the hemolymph is an
incompressible liquid moving freely across the body, the tracheae
of each muscular segment can be compressed (losing inner air),
partly explaining the local muscular contraction of the caterpillar.
The muscular contraction increases the internal hydrostatic pres-
sure of caterpillar segments and reduces their volume
[15,32,39,47]. The contraction wave along the caterpillar body is
responsible for its crawling action via a dynamic anchoring mech-
anism with the substrate. For these reasons, our bioinspired
Metarpillar soft robot requires a set of independent contraction
segments, such as those obtained through the buckling actuator
unit [24].

Fig. 1a shows the timeframes of a caterpillar (lateral view) dur-
ing a typical horizontal stride, obtained from the peristaltic antero-
grade wave (green arrow). The observed segmental peristaltic
contraction causes a hump, thereby reducing the contact of the
body with the substrate (swing phase). The geometrical changes
taking place in each segment can be analyzed by defining three
consecutive segments or units near the tail of the caterpillar (see
Fig. 1a and b). From this lateral view, the wave contraction shows
the morphological and volumetric changes in the segments during
crawling. The segments present a rectangular-like shape when
relaxed, and this changes to a trapezoid-like geometry when con-
tracted. The morphological changes of these segments comprise
three stages: relaxed, semi-contracted, and contracted (Fig. 1b).
Fig. 1c shows that the crawling process can be mimicked by using
a coordinated contraction wave of three segments that transition
from a rectangular to a trapezoidal shape. The simultaneous con-
traction of the coupled units (three modules in the example of
Fig. 1c) produces a dorsal bending in the body that controls the
anchoring process with the substrate. Therefore, the caterpillar-
bioinspired soft robot has to be constructed using independent



Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the contraction process of real caterpillar during locomotion. (a) A sequence of images (lateral view) taken during a complete forward
stride of a caterpillar (Manduca sexta). Caterpillars can be designed as composed of independent segments able to contract, and the boundary of three of the last body
segments is marked with black lines. The green arrows show the hump where the peristaltic contraction occurs, which moves from back to front. (b) A schematic
representation of the contraction process of the segment, assuming that the segments change from a rectangular-like to a trapezoid-like form. The blue color depicts a relaxed
segment, the yellow a semi-contracted segment, and the red a contracted segment. (c) Diagram of a functional model of a six modules caterpillar during a ‘‘3 modules”
locomotion pattern. The blue color represents the relax modules (rectangular-like) and the red color the contracted modules (trapezoid-like). k corresponds to the length
traveled by each locomotor cycle. The process shown in c) represents a gait cycle for a ‘‘3 modules” peristaltic contraction for the locomotor pattern. The peristaltic
contraction produces a dorsal-bending in the soft-robot that replicates the contraction wave of the caterpillar. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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controlled units, each accounting for a precise volume reduction
during the shape change from rectangular to trapezoidal. By con-
trolling the time and position of the contractions (and the dorsal-
bending), the locomotion pattern of the caterpillar can be mim-
icked. These characteristics can be achieved by adding a dorsal
reinforcement on the buckling-driven metamaterial actuator unit,
with a programmable vacuum actuation system reproducing the
dynamic of Fig. 1c.
2. Materials and methods

For the main body of the soft robot (module segments), a com-
mercial silicon elastomer was used (Zhermack, Elite Double 16,
http://www.zhermack.com) with a Shore hardness of 16. A stiffer
silicone (Zhermack, Elite Double 32, zhermack) with a Shore hard-
ness of 32 was further used at the upper part of the soft robots, and
a more flexible silicone with a hardness shore of 8 was used to cre-
ate the lateral faces of the robot. All these liquid silicones were
cured at room temperature for 40 minutess to obtain the high elas-
tic solid silicone. Fig. 2 shows the use of each silicone elastomer.

Our robotic caterpillar’s (Metarpillar) design involves a modular
approach in which soft actuating units are arranged in a series,
similar to the body segments in the anatomy of caterpillars. We
focused on producing modular body segments using buckling actu-
ator units that reproduce the rectangular-to-trapezoidal deforma-
tion of a caterpillar’s body segments during locomotion. The aim
was to reproduce the lateral deformation of the segments without
paying attention to deformations that can be observed from above
or below the caterpillar. With this in mind, we established the fol-
lowing design requirements for the modules: (1) an unactuated
initial rectangular shape with (2) a rapid expansion/contraction
into an actuated trapezoidal shape wherein (3) the lower part gets
contracted and the upper part extended.
3

The majority of soft robotic machines have been implemented
using soft pneumatic actuators under positive pressure, consisting
of networks of microchannels connecting hollow chambers.
Increased pneumatic or fluidic pressure produces expansion of
chambers, resulting in different types of deformation such as bend-
ing and curling. Deformation is primarily governed by the outside
chamber architecture and materials selected for the exterior walls.
In fact, some design principles have been reported previously.
However, instead of following the predominant approach, we
explored the use of buckling-driven elastomeric metamaterials
for governing the actuation of soft units under negative pressure.
Besides the abovementioned reversible-nonlinear behavior, these
systems present practical advantages related to safety and lifetime.
These are safer than positive pressure systems that can explode
when subjected to overpressure or when the material suffers rup-
tures due to fatigue. The strain of these negative-pressured sys-
tems is limited during actuation; therefore, the lifetime of these
systems should be higher than systems governed by positive
pressure.

The choice of buckling-driven metamaterial units imposes the
challenge of focusing the design on the internal architecture of
the material used for the fabrication of actuators. We conceived
each unit as a vacuum-controlled buckling actuator, whose defor-
mations were constructed to mimic the rectangular-to-trapezoidal
deformation observed in caterpillar segments. The actuator, shown
in 2, is composed of two parts, where the lower part has the shape
of a cube and contains a pattern of parallel circular deflation cham-
bers. The chambers are disposed in a direction orthogonal to the
main axis of the caterpillar body and parallel to the ground. The
upper part is a stiff dorsal non-buckling layer that’s added at the
top of the cube to prevent contraction of the upper part of the actu-
ator. Each cube is covered by a one-millimeter thin membrane of

http://www.zhermack.com


Fig. 2. Design and construction of soft cubic buckling actuators and the resulting caterpillar robot. Step 1, 3D printed molds are fabricated for the lower and upper parts. Step
2, liquid silicone of shore 16 is cast on each mold. Step 3, molds are cured at room temperature for 40 min. Step 4, silicone parts are extracted from the molds. Step 5, the
upper layer is glued back-to-back using liquid silicone of shore 32. Step 6, a thin one-millimeter membrane of silicone of shore 8 is produced by spin coating liquid silicone.
Step 7, this layer is then glued to the lateral faces of the cube. Step 8, a thin silicone tube was introduced on the top part of each module. The deflation chambers are all
connected to this silicone tube using an internal cut serving as a pneumatic link between cavities. Step 9, the entire robot is assembled by gluing together the modules in an
arrangement of six modules.
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silicone that isolates the circular deflation chambers from the
exterior.

Fig. 2 shows the different steps used to design the buckling
actuators together with the fabrication process of the entire robot.
Each part was produced using soft lithography [48]. The fabrication
process consisted of nine steps: First, 3D printed molds were fabri-
cated for the lower and upper parts. Then, liquid silicone was cast
on each mold. Third, the molds were cured at 20 �C for 40 min. In
Step 4, the silicone parts were extracted from the molds. Subse-
quently, the upper layer was glued back-to-back using liquid sili-
cone. In Step 6, a thin one-millimeter membrane of silicone was
produced by spin coating from liquid silicone. Following this, in
Step 7, this layer was then glued to the lateral faces of the cube.
Then, a thin silicone tube was introduced on the top part of each
module. The deflation chambers were all connected to this silicone
tube, thanks to an internal cut serving as a pneumatic link between
cavities. Finally, in Step 9, the entire robot was assembled by gluing
together the modules in an arrangement of six modules. The final
construction stage consisted of 3D printing a test surface with a
directional anisotropic pattern (one-direction toothed surface) that
promotes displacement in the forward direction (Fig. 7, c) and
attaching a pair of rigid tips to each end of the Metarpillar
(Fig. 7, d). These tips served to increase friction and establish
secure anchoring points with respect to the horizontal surface used
for the locomotion test. Each module was then connected to a flex-
ible tube which was connected to a pressurized airline. The air
entering each module was controlled using an on–off switching
solenoid valve (12-V/4-psi generic) having a microcontroller unit
(i.e. Arduino UNO system). Although the solenoids that control
the air flow of each module are an essential component in the loco-
motor control of our Metarpillar, the on–off switching valve used
in our case has a characteristic actuation time of around 15 ms
of aperture, that is typical values for these devices. This time is
negligible in relation to actuation period of the module contraction
of Metarpillar, and therefore the characteristics of the solenoids do
not modify the locomotor pattern.
4

3. Results

3.1. Buckling-drive module

The Metarpillar uses buckling-driven elastomeric metamaterial
actuator units made of a two-dimensional periodic array of circular
holes with the capacity to be transformed into periodic orthogonal
ellipses when actuated [29]. With respect to the design, this struc-
ture presents an isomorphic/isometric transformation under com-
pression due to its auxetic properties. To validate this design, we
first explored the shape-changing behavior of four buckling mod-
ules, all having different geometries under compression (by apply-
ing a negative pressure). Fig. 3 shows the elastomeric modules
studied: two single modules having either a rectangular or a circu-
lar chamber in the center (Fig. 3a and b, respectively) and periodic
modules having a 3 � 3 pattern of chambers with both geometries
(Fig. 3c and d for rectangular and circular chambers, respectively).
Each module has the same silicon volume (4.9 ml) and internal
empty volume (4.9 ml), resulting in a ratio between empty volume
and total volume of 0.5.

Interestingly, our buckling-driven metamaterial module, dis-
played in Fig. 3d, shows isomorphic deformation, meaning that it
contracts while preserving its overall aspect ratio. We exploited
this feature for controlling the final compression shape of the mod-
ule by adding constraints in the upper part of the structure to bet-
ter mimic the morphological changes in a caterpillar’s segments.

We investigated the isometric/isomorphic behavior of each
module during contraction by tracking the displacement of the
eight peripheric key points (black-points in Fig. 2a–d) when actu-
ated. The isomorphic degree of the modules was defined by the
geometric similarity ratio (GSR) before and after the actuation.
For each key point i of the perimeter (i = 1; � � � ;8f gÞwe defined its
initial (unactuated) position at points (pi

0p
i
0) and its final (actuated)

position at points (pi
1), with each point defined by its Cartesian

coordinates, pi
0 ¼ ðxit ; yitÞ. We also defined the displacement vector



Fig. 3. Pictures of modules implemented with different internal architecture and patterns. (a) Squared chamber, (b) Circular chamber, (c) Squared pattern, and (d) Circular
pattern. Figure insets also show different final actuated states after compression, obtained on each module. Each module presents 8 marks (red points) used for the
quantification of the isometric compression (geometric similarity ratio or GSR). (see Supplementary Material for details). (For interpretation of the references to color in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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di ¼ pi
t � pi

0of each key point, where kdik is the Euclidean distance
between the unactuated and actuated positions of each point i.

The isometry can be quantified by comparing these di with the dis-
placement vectors expected for an ideal isomorphic compression

(di
iso), where the geometry similarity ratio is defined by Eq. (1).

GSR ¼
P

n¼ikdi � di
isok

P
n¼ikdi

isok
ð1Þ

The lower the GSR, the greater the degree of isometry. The ideal

isomorphic displacement vector di
iso can be decomposed on a global

translation of the module, a global rotation of the module, and an
affine compression of the module. By setting the origin of the
Cartesian coordinates, such that

P
n¼ip

i
0 ¼ ð0;0Þ, the global transla-

tion and rotation were expected to be small and, therefore,
neglected for the sake of simplicity. Therefore, the displacement
of ideal isomorphic compression can be reduced to a pure affine
compression, approximated by Eq. (2).

di
iso ¼ �1

2
vextracted

v initial
pi
0 ð2Þ

where mextracted and minitial are the internal volumes of the modules.
We observed that the GSRs were 4.50 for the squared chamber,
11.63 for the circular chamber, 5.16 for the squared pattern, and
0.23 for the circular pattern (metamaterial), meaning that the meta-
material presented the lowest value and, therefore, an almost pure
isomorphic compression process. This was due to the buckling of
the final geometry of each module. The compression produced
shear deformations (as the least energetic mode) in the squared
and patterned squared modules and a central collapse via buckling
in the circular chamber; all these processes produce a dramatic
change in the shape of the modules. Notably, in the circular pat-
terned metamaterial chamber, the compression produced a periodic
pattern of alternating orthogonal ellipses under buckling that barely
affected the global geometry of the module (Fig. 3d). In conse-
quence, the isometry of the metamaterial module is 20 times larger
than the other modules. Another relevant characteristic of the
metamaterial is the reproducibility of the final shape; in the square
structures and the single circular chamber, two compressed final
shapes are produced randomly (see inserts in Fig. 3), while in the
metamaterial, only one compressed shape is produced.

The isomorphic compression in the metamaterial module is also
characterized by a 24% decrease in the external perimeter when
actuated, as opposed to a negligible reduction in the other modules
(Fig. 4a). The auxeticity of the module is a remarkable characteris-
tic of our soft robot design; the metamaterial arrangement under
compression suffered an isometric size reduction that can be used
to program the final shape of the module. As previously explained,
during caterpillar locomotion, specific segments undergo a shape
5

change from a rectangular to a trapezoid-like structure (Fig. 4b).
This is replicated in our Metarpillar through the addition of a stiff
silicon layer on the top-side of the module (Fig. 4c). This layer adds
a restriction for isomorphic deformations, which produces a trape-
zoidal compressed structure that mimics the muscular contrac-
tions of a caterpillar (Fig. 4d). The asymmetrical compression is
due to segments of the module with a complete buckled state
(lower part) that coexist with segments (upper part) with a less-
buckled state due to the stiff layer on the top.

Fig. 5 shows the relationship between the negative pressure
used to compress the module and the extracted volume resulting
from each one of the patterns studied. The pressure was measured
using Panasonic Pressure Sensors PS-A, with a sensitivity of
41.6 Pa/mV. The extracted volume was measured using a syringe
pump (KDS Legato 111) set at a 9.8 ml/min flow rate, and images
and videos of the set were taken with a digital camera, Canon Rebel
T6iat, at 30 fps. The area under each curve represents the work
needed for each compression cycle. The curves are linear with a
slope dependent on the arrangement (single or patterned) rather
than the chamber’s internal structure and a larger slope for pat-
terned modules. Structure becomes relevant as buckling instabili-
ties develop, which prompts the patterned modules’ drastic
change from the linear dependence described above. After buckling
occurs, the mechanical response display roughly plateaus for a
large range of extracted volumes, meaning that a large volume of
air can be extracted without any relevant increase in pressure.
For instance, the individual circular chamber presents buckling at
a much lower volume extracted than the squared chamber, there-
fore requiring less work. This difference is even more relevant for
the patterned chambers, where the circular arrangement (Fig. 4d)
buckles and causes structural collapse at a much lower buckling
pressure than the squared-patterned chamber. Therefore, the alter-
nating orthogonal buckling collapse of the circular arrangement
stores less elastic energy in the bulk of the material [29], thereby
providing a more efficient system for compression using negative
pressure and, thus, requiring lesser work for the same amount of
deformation. After buckling, the circular pattern (red curve) dis-
plays a large volumetric change from 1300 to 4000 mL (55% reduc-
tion of the original volume) with just small variations in pressure
(�2 kPa). Moreover, by analyzing the elastic hysteresis loop, it
can be concluded that only a small amount of energy is dissipated
in all the modules due to material internal friction. The amount of
preserved energy is higher than 92% for all modules, and it is con-
sistent with the elastomeric characteristics of the polymer matrix
used.



Fig. 4. Representation of a buckling-actuator units. (a) Buckling contraction model of the auxetic metamaterial module showing that during compression, the silicone
between the circular holes twist in different directions (red arrows clockwise, and blue arrows anti-clockwise). After the buckling, the maximum linear contraction is 24% of
the initial length. (b) Contraction of a caterpillar segment (Manduca sexta) showing the change from a square-like to a trapezoid-like shape. (c) Expected contraction model for
a module with a stiff silicon on the top-side (yellow). (d) A picture of a buckling-driven module confirming the expected behavior. (For interpretation of the references to color
in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 5. Relation between negative pressure versus extracted volume for different
modules. The case of circular and squared hollow chamber is compared with the
case of circular- and squared-patterns. Arrows pointing to the right represent air
extraction, while arrows pointing to the left represent natural recovery of the
module. Five replicates were made with each module, and the standard deviation
was less than 0.3 kPa for all data.
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3.2. Buckling-drive locomotion

After the characterization of the individual modules, we ana-
lyzed the linear contraction of the Metarpillar, which consists of
six buckling-driven metamaterial circular pattern modules in a
serial arrangement (Fig. 2) with each module having a layer of rein-
forcing silicone added to the top (Figs. 2 and 4c). With this struc-
ture, we replicated the crawling kinematics of the caterpillar
(Fig. 1c) through different configurations of the anterograde
(posterior-anterior) peristaltic contractions of the modules by
6

simultaneously applying a negative pressure to a defined number
of modules. A specific combination of these peristaltic contractions
(defined by the number of modules coupled to compress at the
same time) and their propagation through the Metarpillar are
defined as the ‘‘locomotor pattern”, as shown in Fig. 1c, for the
‘‘three modules” peristaltic contractions for the locomotor pattern.
In ‘‘one module” peristaltic contractions, the locomotor pattern
starts from the last module because the peristaltic propagation is
anterograde; that module relaxes after a time of contraction called
‘‘actuator period,” and the penultimate module (next module)
starts to contract during the same actuator period. The same pat-
tern is repeated with the next modules, generating a peristaltic
wave of contraction that involves just one module at the time
and finishing when the first module is contracted and relaxed. Dur-
ing ‘‘two modules” peristaltic contractions, the locomotor pattern
starts contracting only the last module, but after the actuator per-
iod of contraction, the module stays contracted while the penulti-
mate module starts to contract during the actuator period. After
this two-actuator period, the last module relaxes while the ante-
penultimate starts to contract during the same actuator period,
and this pattern is repeated until the contraction/relaxing process
reaches the first module. The same pattern can be extrapolated for
three (Fig. 1c), four, five, or six modules of locomotor patterns. We
define the gait cycle as the sequence of movements during locomo-
tion, starting with the contraction of the posterior module and fin-
ishing when the same module starts to contract again.

We can understand the mechanics of the Metarpillar’s locomo-
tion by analyzing its speed, which is defined as the distance (k)
traveled by the six modules in each gait cycle divided by the dura-
tion of each cycle (Fig. 1c). This distance (anterograde advance) is
associated with the total displacement produced by the peristaltic
contraction occurring in individual modules until the total number
of modules is actuated, completing a cycle (first three contractions
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defined k in the example of Fig. 1c for the ‘‘three modules” locomo-
tor pattern). This contraction defines the anterograde advancement
of the Metarpillar, if we assume a perfect anchoring point of the
last module after contraction, pushing the other modules when
relaxed and generating an anterograde advance. During the next
peristaltic contraction (meaning the relaxation of the last con-
tracted module and the contraction of the corresponding module,
according to the locomotor pattern, simultaneously), there is no
retrograde advancement due to the compensation of these two
processes, summing zero displacement. The speed V, equation
(3), is k divided by the actuator period (AP), multiplied by the num-
ber of coupled modules defined in the specific locomotor pattern
(N), plus six (the total number of modules in the Metarpillar), cor-
responding to the total time of a gait cycle. Thus, the velocity of
locomotion function increases with the number of modules cou-
pled in the locomotor pattern (increasing k) and decreases with
the time of the gait cycle.

V ¼ k
APðN þ 6Þ ð3Þ

Theoretical speed (TS) of Metarpillar can be computed by equa-
tion (3) assuming that k is always 24% (Fig. 4a), without being
affected by the specific locomotor pattern or the actuation period.
However, the effect of the actuation period on the effective exper-
imental contraction, under a different locomotion pattern, should
be analyzed. Fig. 6a shows that the experimental percentage of
the total lineal contraction (experimental k) of the Metarpillar
(with the first module anchored to prevent displacement and avoid
surface effects) under different actuation periods is highly depen-
dent on the locomotor pattern and the actuator period. Indeed,
Fig. 6. Behavior of the Metarpillar regarding to actuation period. (a) Experimental
contraction of different number of modules with respect to a period of air extraction
time. (b) Corrected theoretical speed measured for different actuation periods on
the Metarpillar. Curves are shown for varying number of modules.
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there is an asymptotic tendency regarding the contraction and
actuation period, independent of the locomotor pattern, providing
the optimal scenario to maximize the speed of locomotion. With
these experimental values of contraction, the corrected theoretical
speed was measured through Eq. (3), as displayed in Fig. 6b. The
data shows that, independent of the locomotor pattern, there is a
specific actuation period optimizing the speed of locomotion, i.e.,
100 ms, selected for the locomotor experiments.

After defining the compression time and the speed based on
either theoretical or corrected contractions, we focused on repli-
cating the kinematic locomotion of theManduca sexta, as displayed
in Fig. 7a, for the specific case of peristaltic contraction locomotor
patterns involving ‘‘two modules.” Fig. 7a confirms that, rather
than a simple linear sum of horizontal contractions, the Metarpillar
displayed a peristaltic wave as a consequence of the dorsal bending
from the buckling-driven module contraction, similar to the cater-
pillar’s wave contraction. Indeed, by observing the complete gait
cycle of this locomotor pattern (Fig. 7b), we can see that the crawl-
ing locomotion is mimicked as the contraction wave can reproduce
the dynamic anchoring of the caterpillar. The crawling was also
observed under all locomotor patterns. Therefore, the propagation
of the peristaltic contraction forms a contraction wave (dorsal
bending) that replicates the crawling and can produce effective
horizontal displacement. Notably, this locomotion strategy is
attainable on a smooth surface, and without any aids to increase
grip, stressing the flexibility of our mechanism and locomotor
potential of the peristaltic contraction of anchor waves.

Following confirmation that the Metarpillar was able to trans-
late mimicking a caterpillar, the real speed of locomotion was mea-
sured under three different conditions: (i) a flat paper surface and a
Metarpillar without any anchors, (ii) a unidirectional toothed sur-
face that promotes unidirectional displacement and a Metarpillar
without any anchors (Fig. 7c), and (iii) a unidirectional toothed sur-
face and a Metarpillar with anchors at the ends to reduce sliding
(Fig. 7d) (see, Supplementary Materials for details). On a flat sur-
face, the Metarpillar is able to present locomotion with a low speed
that is barely independent of the number of modules compressed.
On the other hand, using an anisotropic surface, higher speeds can
be reached; by further adding anchors, the speed is similar to the
corrected theoretical values. When comparing the different speeds
achieved with respect to the different locomotor patterns, we
observed that the robot increased its speed as more modules were
compressed simultaneously, with the exception of using an isotro-
pic surface (Fig. 8).
4. Discussion

4.1. Metamaterial module

It was recently claimed that exploiting metamaterials in
advanced soft robots can lead to paradigm shifts in the design,
manufacture, and perception of future intelligent machines [13].
Our biomimetic Metarpillar not only contributes to this paradigm
shift but also to answering one of the key questions regarding
the future impact of soft robotics research: ‘‘Why soft?” [49]. The
Metarpillar is the first soft robot that uses the isomorphic contrac-
tion of buckling-driven metamaterial modules for the design of
bioinspired locomotion. This isometric compression, triggered by
an elastic instability, is the basic unit for programming the defor-
mation of our modules mimicking the contraction of the caterpil-
lar, for instance, through the addition of a stiff dorsal silicone
surface. Following previous reports oriented towards designing
soft robots without hard internal/external structures, and fabri-
cated entirely in soft-compliant polymers, our Metarpillar only
uses commercial elastomeric polymers and a vacuum-actuated



Fig. 7. Biomimetic locomotion of the Metarpillar. (a) Comparison between the locomotion of the caterpillar Manduca sexta and the Metarpillar during a ‘‘two modules”
locomotor pattern. (b) Pictures from the sequence actuation taken during one locomotor cycle of the Metarpillar, with an actuation period of 100 ms with ‘‘two modules”
locomotor pattern on an isotropic friction surface (paper). Pictures show that actuated buckled modules states coexist with relaxed states due to modules has independent air
flow control systems. (c) Frictional anisotropic surface for Metarpillar locomotion. (d) Rigid tips at each end of the Metarpillar mimicking legs and prolegs of the caterpillars to
increase grip. Red arrows show the point of anchoring of the peristaltic locomotion based on dynamic anchoring (see, Supplementary Materials for details). (For interpretation
of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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pneumatic structure, showing high efficiencies for mechanical
deformation [24–25]. Moreover, it belongs to a new family of soft
robots that harvest snap-through instabilities, taking advantage of
the nonlinear response [24–25,29,50]. Single-unit buckling actua-
tors were first reported as taking advantage of this instability to
program the rotation of a compressed sample [24]. Additionally,
more complex actuations, such as locomotion, were obtained by
connecting multiple buckling actuators under asymmetric friction.
The Metarpillar is a contribution in this context of using a linear
configuration of buckling-driven metamaterial modules to mimic
a more complex locomotion associated with the crawling of the
caterpillar. Notably, our approach can be extended to other bioin-
spired soft robots, opening up a novel programming tool for other
metamaterial locomotive machines.

The Metarpillar design was made possible by considering one of
the main advantages of mechanical metamaterial modules: semi-
isometric contraction. This outstanding behavior has barely been
discussed and applied, despite its high potential impact for the
design of actuators and soft robots. We quantified this property
by means of the GSR and obtained a value of 0.23 for the metama-
terial module, which is much lower than the other module pat-
terns, as expected, due to the internal bending capable of closing
the circular holes in a specific pattern. (Fig. 4a) [24,25,27,29,50-
52]. This type of contraction is essential not only to build our
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Metarpillar but also any modular soft robots requiring controlled
contractions (e.g., antero-posterior and dorso-ventral). Another
relevant result is related to the configuration stability. Current
elastic buckling instabilities can jump to a set of different final con-
figurations [28,50], as observed in the squared structures and the
single circular chamber, showing bistability and, therefore, two
random final shapes (see inserts in Fig. 3). This random post-
buckling behavior arises from the asymmetric bifurcation
response, preventing its application in actuators and energy har-
vesting [53]. However, our metamaterial module presented a
robust pattern switch with only one compressed final shape
[50,54]. Further, the buckling of the beam-like ligaments triggered
a sudden transformation of the holes into a periodic pattern of
alternating and mutually orthogonal ellipses, explaining the homo-
geneous and reversible pattern transformation observed in these
metamaterial structures. This strong coupling of the square geom-
etry forced a simple bifurcation, thereby explaining the configura-
tional stability [50,54].

The buckling-driven auxetic compression of our modules is
characterized by a stress–strain curve having a linear region where
the deformation occurs through foreshortening of interstitial verti-
cal ligaments in the structure [24–25,27,54]. At some critical point,
the buckling of the ligaments occurs, triggering a plateau in the
stress–strain curve where the total stress became independent of



Fig. 8. Locomotion speed as function of the number of modules. Different curves
are shown for the case of theoretical speed, corrected theoretical speed, without
anisotropic friction, with anisotropic friction and for the case of anchoring
protrusions. All these speeds were calculated and recorded with a contraction
period of 100 ms.
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strain (Fig. 5). This behavior is typically expected for cellular struc-
tures under compression but due to the elastomeric nature of the
polymer used and the specific configuration of the module in the
present design, it is highly reversible and repeatable. This reversi-
ble plateau originates from the elastic buckling instability, opening
up energetic benefits for actuators [53]. In particular, our module
can be deformed by 55% of its internal volume with a pressure dif-
ferential of only �2kPa (Fig. 5). This result indicates that this highly
elastic buckling-driven metamaterial has excellent potential as a
mechanical actuator, since a reduced amount of energy is required
compared with other topological module configurations. More-
over, the hysteresis in the stress–strain curve indicates that more
than 92% of the elastic energy stored during contraction is recov-
ered, meaning that the material is hyperelastic [55], which aligns
with what was expected for the polymer used. Highly elastic ele-
ments of nature, such as the tendon of a kangaroo or a wallabi,
have an elastic energy recovery of around 93% during locomotion
[56]. These findings show that our designed module is highly effi-
cient and useful for the creation of soft robots for bio-inspired loco-
motion. Similar results were found in vacuum-actuated muscle-
inspired pneumatic structures (VAMPs), which show thermody-
namic efficiency with low loss of energy due to small hysteresis
[25]. Other advantages of the buckling-actuator units are the non-
linear motion, low cost, and low density of the components
[24,25,27].
4.2. Metarpillar locomotion

Although other locomotion models for buckling based soft
robots have been proposed (27), for example in a finite element
based method using the rotation of two wheels that are attached
through leg-like embedments to the buckling module, our
Metarpillar exploits the deformation of the their body. Our results
show that by coupling six metamaterial-based modules in a linear
configuration with a stiff dorsal silicone surface, biomimetic crawl-
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ing can be facilitated through the compression and associated
bending of the modules. This crawling is a complex process as it
depends on several variables besides the pure contraction of each
module. For instance, the theoretical speed (from Equation (3),
assuming a contraction of 24% for each module) displayed in
Fig. 8 shows the relevance of the locomotion pattern (i.e., number
of simultaneous modules compressed) with increasing asymptotic
behavior as the number of coupled modules increases (Fig. 8). This
tendency arises from the nature of Equation (3), where k is divided
by the actuator period times the number of coupled modules (N)
plus six (total number of modules). Since k also depends on the
number of contracted modules, the resulting function (propor-
tional to N/N + 6) behaves asymptotically for a specific actuator
period (Fig. 8). This theoretical speed assumes that the contraction
of the isolated module is replicated in the six serial modules as
well as a perfect unidirectional anchor for a no-retrograde slip
(ideal anisotropic friction). However, as concluded recently by
numerical models, the actuation of buckling-driven locomotion
robots triggered by a negative pressure is highly dependent on
the dynamic of the pressure applied with a high non-linear rela-
tionship with the effective displacement (27). Indeed, by compar-
ing this theoretical speed with the corrected theoretical velocities
displayed in Fig. 8, the relevance of other variables can be further
concluded. For instance, the effective contraction of each module
due to the presence of the neighbor-modules is key to understand-
ing the experimental module contraction, as concluded from ana-
lyzing Fig. 6a. The highest value was obtained with a locomotor
pattern involving two compressed modules, while the lowest value
was with six compressed modules. These experimental values can
not only be explained by the effective contraction of individual
modules affected by the neighbor modules but also by the bending
of the whole Metarpillar due to this contraction having a stiff dor-
sal silicone surface, as observed in Fig. 6a and 7b. The bending trig-
gered by the buckling-driven module contraction allows a new
mechanism to control the friction through a dynamic anchoring
between the soft robot and the surface, that is the main mecha-
nism for locomotion in a caterpillar and other crawling organisms
[3,38–40,57–58].

All the processes and variables explained above, particularly the
dynamic anchoring with the substrate, allowed for our designing of
a soft robot based on linear coupling of buckling-driven metamate-
rial modules, which presents biomimetic locomotion as displayed
in Fig. 7b. The principle of the peristaltic locomotion of caterpillars
underlies a complex process arising from both antero-posterior
and dorso-ventral contractions, which allows for controlling the
anchoring with the substrate. This release of friction moves for-
ward with the peristaltic contraction waves, reaching a translation
of the body after a gait cycle [39]. This contraction-based locomo-
tion process with dynamic anchoring was successfully mimicked
by our buckling-driven Metarpillar by using different locomotion
patterns (Fig. 7a). We obtained this dynamic friction control by
combining the deformation of the modules (from a square-like to
a trapezoid-like shape; Fig. 4c) and the dorsal bending deformation
of the Metarpillar (Fig. 7b). As a consequence, our Metarpillar mim-
ics directional migration, generating a limbless locomotor function
produced by the coordinate peristaltic contraction wave, even on
an isotropic friction surface. Notably, although the caterpillars
compress only a limited portion of their bodies at the same time,
due to the highly incompressible nature of the internal fluid
(haemocoel) (Fig. 1a) [35,38], our Metarpillar presents locomotion
even when compressing a large fraction of the body with six mod-
ules. This configuration is not observed in nature despite the fact
that the number of segments contracted per gait cycle in a caterpil-
lar is variable, for instance, depending on the speed of locomotion
[35,37,47]. This result confirms that soft robots are not limited by
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the same mechanical constraints and evolutionary trade-offs that
organisms face, enabling novel routes of locomotion.

Regarding the speed of our buckling-driven locomotion, Fig. 8
not only shows us the relevance of both the effective contraction
of the modules and the bending process but also the friction
between the soft robot and surface used. For instance, Fig. 8 dis-
plays the empirical locomotion speed of our Metarpillar moving
on an isotropic friction paper surface without metal tips and using
exclusively the peristaltic contraction of its body for locomotion
(Fig. 8: ‘‘without anisotropic friction”). This locomotion speed
increases with the number of recruited modules in the locomotor
pattern when less than three modules are compressed, further pre-
senting values similar to the corrected theoretical speed. However,
increasing the number of compressed modules in the locomotion
pattern does not cause the speed to significantly increase or even
decrease. The reason for this behavior lies in the curvature (bend-
ing of the longitudinal axe) of the Metarpillar body when many
modules are recruited, pulling back the anterior end when the peri-
staltic wave begins from the posterior part (Fig. 9). This process
produced a slipping backward due to the lack of a proper friction,
avoiding a full longitudinal movement and losing locomotor effi-
ciency, and it was observed in locomotor patterns using three
modules. It is outstanding that the fractions of contracted modules
in our soft robot when this slipping and loss of efficiency are not
observed are equivalent to the contracted segment fractions
observed in caterpillars. These results suggest that, in addition to
the hydrostatic restrictions of the caterpillar, the percentage of
body contraction is related to the control of the contact surface
with the substrate (in our case with isotropic surface) to avoid los-
ing stability [34–35,37–38].

A different tendency was observed with an anisotropic friction
surface, based on a one-direction toothed surface (Fig. 7c), that
promotes an effective unidirectional anchor on the substrate, emu-
lating the function of legs and prolegs of the caterpillars to grip the
substrate during locomotion. The relevance of an asymmetric fric-
tion was recently confirmed in a similar buckling-driven soft robot
having locomotion by attachment of two wheels through leg-likes
supports. Under asymmetric conditions, unidirectional ratcheting
movements was obtained in the soft robot (27). The empirical
speeds measured under these conditions confirm the relevance of
the surface friction on the efficiency of locomotion (Fig. 8: ‘‘aniso-
tropic surface”), as the locomotion speeds of the Metarpillar
increased with the modules recruited per locomotor pattern. How-
ever, this velocity produced by the locomotion on a translation-
promoting toothed surface was lower than both theoretical speeds,
although presenting a similar asymptotic tendency. These lower
Fig. 9. Picture when 4 modules are recruited. This generates a locomotor conflict
when more than two modules are recruited at the same time, without anisotropic
grip. The red arrow shows the direction of peristaltic contraction and locomotion;
black arrow shows the slip backward of the front part of the Metarpillar. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred
to the web version of this article.)
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velocities mean that a toothed surface does not completely prevent
sliding (skidding) backwards of the ends during locomotion. Nota-
bly, by adding two metal tips at the frontal part and two at the rear
end of Metarpillar (Fig. 7d), the speed increased significantly
(Fig. 8: ‘‘anchor and anisotropic surface”). According to previous
studies, this is because of the loss of inefficient movements—this
system prevents the ends from skidding and, thus, increases loco-
motion efficiency [48,59–60]. Interestingly, these metal tips that
emulate the true legs and prolegs of caterpillars do not seem to
intervene negatively in the forward glide. The anisotropic grip is
efficient enough for sliding to the front end without loss of energy,
and the resulting speeds are as similar as the corrected theoretical
speeds. This is to be expected, since the corrected theoretical speed
takes into account the real contraction, assuming 100% anisotropy,
which is successfully reached with the metal tip ends.

The Metarpillar not only mimics the locomotion of the caterpil-
lar but also displays an equivalent, or even faster, speed. Consider-
ing that a 45 mm caterpillar (Manduca sexta) moves at a speed of
3 mm/s [37], we expected a theoretical caterpillar of 120 mm
(the length of the Metarpillar) to display a cruising or equivalent
speed of 4.9 mm/s with both geometric and dynamic similarities.
This equivalent speed was estimated by assuming that both bodies
move under the same Froude number (2.04 � 10�5) [61–62]. The
empirical average speed (without anisotropic friction) for our soft
robot was found to be 2.2 mm/s and 5.8 mm/s for the locomotor
patterns with one contracted module and two contracted modules,
respectively (Fig. 7). According to these results, the Metarpillar has
dynamic similarity with a caterpillar, using a locomotor pattern
having one or two recruited modules, which, as previously dis-
cussed, are the locomotor patterns most observed in nature; thus,
our soft robot is a very useful kinematic model of a caterpillar
(Manduca sexta). Fig. 8 further shows that by adding an anisotropic
surface, metal tips, and/or changing the locomotor pattern, the
Metarpillar can be faster than a caterpillar.

The present study represents the first efforts for using the out-
standing properties of auxetic mechanical metamaterials to make
biomimetic soft robots. By programing the contraction of
buckling-driven modules through locomotive patterns (for
instance, with one and two contracted modules), we were able to
mimic not only the locomotion of caterpillars but also their
dynamic friction and equivalent speeds, representing a novel tool
to develop more efficient bio-inspired soft-robots. These findings
can be extended to other bioinspired soft robots and devices, and
it works for any elastic resin able to present reversible buckling.
Indeed, by changing the elastic material the actuation versatility
will be as similar as the resin used in this contribution although
the pressure needed for the actuation and the velocity of the soft
robot will depend on the stiffness of each material tested.
5. Conclusions

Our results showed that the isomorphic characteristic of
buckling-driven elastomeric auxetic modules is efficient and can
be used to design novel bioinspired soft robots. By serial-
coupling these modules, each one independently compressed
through a negative air-pressure system, the anterograde peristaltic
contraction of the caterpillar crawling can be mimicked. Under
defined locomotor patterns (related with the number of modules
compressed simultaneously), the soft robot was able to bend in dif-
ferent position of its body resulting in a controlled friction with the
surface. The later resulted in a dynamic anchoring process able to
bio-mimic the main locomotion mechanism of caterpillars and
other crawling organisms. The soft robot speed not only depended
on the locomotor pattern and actuation period, but also on the
surface-roughness, with improved velocities under a frictional ani-
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sotropic surface. Noteworthy, our soft robot presented dynamic
similarity with natural caterpillar meaning equivalent velocities.
The modular concept used in our Metarpillar soft robot that control
independently the compression/deformation of each module,
allows to extend the application of this approach to the design of
other bioinspired actuation beyond caterpillars.
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